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Abstract: Cloud computing is a totally new trend in the field of computing that provides a non-traditional, at the same time,
shared computing paradigm for organizations and people. It gives an approach to receive information Technology and its
components without enormous use on infrastructure and applications. Cloud computing gives numerous on-demand services
open from a broad network without lifting a finger for scalability even in shared environment so to accomplish cost
effectiveness.
Although, there are many potential gains of Cloud computing still need improvement in giving 100% up-time and
guaranteed data availability to the business organizations .These issues might be extremely critical for business process that
they may even lose data. Taking this problem we attempted to give a reliability and availability construct fault tolerance
approach based with respect to replica distribution in previous work [14], in this work we are attempting to evaluate the
process by actualizing the scheme and get the statistical performance analysis of the approach.
In this work we demonstrated the results that we could separate from it and the replica decision that could be preferable
when really this sort of situations occurs. By the analysis of the outcome we become acquainted with that the approach we
offered into the previous work [14] is useful for the cloud benefit providers to dispose of faulty conditions utilizing the
proposed fault tolerant policy.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Fault Tolerance, Replica Distribution, Metrics Oriented, Availability, Reliability, Availability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud applications is used for real time remote based access environment in which the services is provided to consumer by
using various paradigm of distributed, grid, autonomic and utility computing. In such shared network multiple technology
integration is used whose management is handled by the intermediately brokers and agents. They usually create a
communications between the hosts and the provider and guarantees it’s for the successful exchanges of the data. This vibrant
environment of different resources with frequent changes causes more chances of occurring fault due to unidentified latency
issues and lesser control over computing nodes [14].
In such environment the reliability should be more concerning the users trust over these systems for processing. For
overcoming the above issues some fault tolerance models needs to be provided in support of the existing mechanisms. These
faults models distribute the load among the various nodes and processing systems according to their reliability values. It also
takes the continuous backups based on decisions of occurrence of fault to avoid certain data losses. The process of assigning the
reliability values changes after every computing cycle and measured by behaviour analysis of node for processing and sharing of
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data. This process is a time based approach in which the minimum and maximum reliability decides the way of using backups
and its ratio. It means by the minimum values of reliability the pre-emptive approaches are used and for maximum values the
protective mechanisms are used. For achieving the above fault tolerance various mechanisms is used out of which the replica
distribution is the major one. In this the replica is continuously exchanges between the different locations and devices. These
replicas are transferred from one to other locations and hence require a message communication between the various copies of
the same data. Parallel tasking requires timely exchanges of messages for synchronous processing capability and hence increases
for various fault situations. Such process involves message process intercommunication (MPI) for achieving parallelism in their
execution.
Fault tolerance can be achieved with multiple error recovery techniques implemented at the application level. Such
techniques lack dynamic fault-tolerance and error- recovery mechanisms that will allow for executions to recover from multiple
failures precede execution or migrate seamlessly to another site in the event of unrecoverable failures. The behavior and
performance of such applications vary with hardware, platform and network characteristics. These factors further limit scalability
and lead to poor portability across platforms and, high development and deployment costs.
A client coordinates with the dedicated service provider to achieve fault tolerance behavior for its applications. It creates the
fault tolerant solution based on the client end requirements such that a proper balance between the following factors is achieved.


Fault model: measures the granularity at which the fault tolerance solution must handle errors and failures in the system.
This factor is characterized by the mechanisms applied to achieve fault tolerance, robustness of failure detection
protocols, and strength of fail-over granularity.



Resource consumption: measures the amount and cost of resources that are required to realize a fault model. This factor
is normally inherent with the granularity of the failure detection and recovery mechanisms in terms of CPU, memory,
bandwidth, I/O, and soon.



Performance: deals with the impact of the fault tolerance procedure on the end-to-end quality of service (QoS) both
during failure and failure-free periods. This impact is often characterized using fault detection latency, replica launch
latency and failure recovery latency, and other application-dependent metrics such as bandwidth, latency, and loss rate.
II. BACKGROUND

Cloud computing is gaining pace due to its shared medium of resources in terms of their computation power, storage,
infrastructure etc. In this paradigm, integration of various technologies and components are made to achieve flawless exchanges
of information with less managerial loads. Thus consumers had not much to gain understanding of this system for usage and
hence provide the effective medium. To achieve its goals cloud computing must provide a safe and secure storage feeling for its
users. This can be provided by using fault tolerance mechanism by which more than one copy of data in terms of replica is stored
in different geographic locations. Before understanding the replica let us take a look over the types of faults available to pre-empt.
These are:


Proactive fault tolerance: The Proactive fault tolerance policy is to avoid recovery from fault, errors and failure by
predicting them and proactively replace the suspected component means detect the problem before it actually come[14]..



Reactive fault tolerance: Reactive fault tolerance policies reduce the effort of failures when the failure effectively
occurs. This technique provides robustness to a system [14].



Adaptive: All the procedure done automatically according to the situation [14].

The above faults can affect the environment in different situations all it needs to make the system which overcomes from any
situation. For defending any of the above faults category various mechanism is been suggested over the last few year. Among
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them replica based schemes are giving their strong presence. Now for designing and improved fault tolerance mechanism this
schemes needs to be clearly studied. So the schemes are given here as [14]:


Semi-activereplication:

In this scheme the input can be given to any of the existing replica and if some modifications are made only in primary
replica than it should be reflected in all simultaneously. In this both the primary and secondary replicas generates the outputs but
only primary replica is available for the end user. If the primary replica fails to load, than immediately the secondary replica loads
to the memory.


Semi-passive replication:

In this scheme the regular check points are made for time based updates and modifications. These check points having
primary replica and creates the buffer between the each check points. This buffer information with its state is regularly transferred
between several backups. It does not execute the instruction but saves the latest state of primary replica. If the primary replica
fails than, the secondary replica loads in to the system.


Passive replication:

In this scheme the state information is regularly stored on the backups on an offline based mode. In case of failure this
passive backup copy of replica is loaded to newly started VM instance. Here the backup replica is configured for a specific
application or can store the different instances of VM. Both the strategy is operated in offline mode.
Third function is interface for location measurement which is must for users operating or using such location information or
updates. This unit passes the measured information to users in application specific formats. This information may be passed to a
user or some other node for further detection of positions and its updates. Thus, the most feasible way to implement cooperative
localization is by making each node share its own position estimate. Additional to the position estimate, it is important for other
nodes to have a measure of confidence of their position estimate since they may use it in their own position estimation process
[14].
III. LITERATURE SURVEY
As cloud computing model is getting popularity day by day its user’s quantity is also abruptly raising with certain
particularities. These can be taken as its limitations with frequent changes in service orientations. It is mainly based on browser
dependent programming and hence to provide backups and recovery changes needs to be made in existing system. To increase
the reliability of end users in such system it has to provide fault tolerance behaviors. In process of that various authors h ad
presented their work during the last few years among which some of the work is taken as literature for understanding the nature
of cloud fault tolerance. These are [14]:
In the paper [5], a data intensive I/O operation based fault tolerance is presented using a scalable architecture. The work is
focusing their intensions over the working area of Open Nebula. Experimental instances design of scalable architecture offers a
large file sharing and fine grained data access control with high throughput and concurrency. The approach takes the issues of
fault tolerance, scalability and adaptability for improving the cloud environment. Later on some more approaches were
presented to solve the fault tolerance based on load balancing scheme for distributed environment [6]. According to that the load
balancing techniques are classified as static and dynamic according to their traffic diversification. A brief survey is also given
here for comparing the various schemes on grid and distributed environment. Mainly through load balancing some proactive
technique of fault tolerance provides quality of service value with the increase of demand of resources on cloud for vital
applications.
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Some of the papers take virtualizations as a problem area for applying fault tolerance. It uses machine portability option by

which it exploits adaptability. Cloud computing platform implies splitting into three layers: hosts, virtual machines and
applications. The paper [7] focuses on fault tolerance in cloud computing platforms using autonomic repair in case of faults.
Here autonomic means self-correcting mechanism by the service. After which if a fault occurs the system is capable of
removing the fault behaviour and when required can loads the correct replica from the backup system. Experimental evaluation
of the suggested approach shows that the approach is capable of removing cooperative faults from the system.
This paper [8], proposes an auto-managed key-value store pool that dynamically allocates the resources of a data cloud to
several applications in a cost efficient way. The suggested approach is well managed and likely to load the replica copy in
failures situations dynamically and maintains the availability. It uses data partition later on used for data migration. A policy is
also generated by the approach according to which no backup or recovery can be made in equilibrium conditions. Finally, we
have implemented a fully working prototype of our approach that clearly demonstrates its applicability in real settings.
In the paper [9], the author suggest CloudFIT model in which architecture for intrusion tolerant applications is deployed
dynamically in the cloud. It also explore to what extent existing BFT algorithms can be used for increasing security and
availability in the proposed architecture and what issues still need to be resolved in the future. Having the right abstraction will
make it easier to argue about the correctness of proactive recovery algorithms, and also apply a recovery strategy to multiple
BFT algorithms. Ideally, the same specification of the recovery component can be used for multiple BFT algorithms.
To further improve the cost factors and performance of cloud data analytics load distribution can be taken as critical issue.
Thus some policies which effectively analyses the underutilized and over utilized nodes is required by the providers. In the
paper [10], author suggested some novel resource allocation strategies and job scheduling among the various jobs in cloud
cluster. The architecture suggested by the paper supports the heterogeneity based on metric shares which improves its
performance. The aim to share the resources as per the dynamic requirements and provides the availability of the devices. At the
end some proof of effectiveness of the approach is also given in the paper.
Carrying on the above mechanism fault tolerance delivers the availability of the services and let the trust factor and
reliability increased for the end users. Some of the articles had also focuses on characterizing the recurrent failures in a typical
Cloud computing environment [11]. They analyse the overall effects of failures on user’s applications and provide the correct
mechanism to overcome the appeared fault. Concern is towards high delivery rates of data and failure tolerance in case of any
disaster or uncertain conditions.
Some of the researcher had identified that for effective fault tolerance scheme nature of the faults have to be understand
previously. For this various cloud components and their behaviour in different situations is measured and after which some
policies or replication schemes can be designed. Impact of individual failure related to a specific application will helps in
improving the current solutions.
The paper [12] presented a failure model containing the analysis of cloud infrastructure components like server components
(VMM’s), networks and power distributions. It also measures the impact of fault on each individual component and then
designs a mechanism to resolve the existing issues and provides the complete reliability over the system.
In the paper [13] a reliability based model is suggest for improving the performance of existing fault tolerance mechanisms.
The approach reflects the real time behaviour for safety critical systems and provides high reliability for processing components
through virtual machine for the cloud. The model is based on certain rating system of refashioning adaptive fault tolerance in
real time cloud computing. If a virtual machine produces correct result and on time then its reliability increases otherwise vice
versa. But if any of the nodes does not achieve the level than backward recovery is performed by the system. Basically here the
system provides both forward and backward recovery. The main focus here is adaptive behaviour of the processing nodes and
removal or addition of the nodes on the basis of the reliability.
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Thus from the above literature it is clearly identified that the existing fault tolerance technique in cloud computing consider

various parameter. The parameters are like there type of fault tolerance (proactive, reactive and adaptive), performance,
response-time, scalability, throughput, reliability, availability, usability, security and associated over-head.
IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Fault tolerance is the factor which provides reliable data services to the end users in case of critical situations and increases
trust on the service. Several fault tolerance schemes proposed over the last few years. Mainly the schemes are data backup
oriented in normal system operating conditions and do recover the same in case of failures. Thus the approach is purely based
on multiple copies of same dat. There are various performance and replications issues which need to be solved for an improved
system. Out of all there are some identified issues for this work to proceeds are given here as [14]:


In cloud computing consistent view of resources is not monitored which lacks the actual condition & hence in case of
faults heavy data losses or data availability reduction occurs.



Centralized resource manager is not identified which shares the distributed load information for accurate analysis
underutilized and over-utilized components.



Decision making related to fault tolerance or replication scheme is not properly boundary lined and hence causes incorrect
decision of unmatched strategy with respect to occurred fault.



Fault tolerant strategies in not matched up with clients requirement.



Common scheme for both proactive and reactive fault is not available.
V. PROPOSED RAI-DD APPROACH
The proposed solution is used to overcome the shortcomings of distributed computing in cloud environment. In this given

architecture the cloud statics pays the crucial role while developing a fault tolerant system. According to the solution the fault
tolerant strategies will acquire the dynamic properties of distribution and retrieval. Such properties can be provided as essential
characteristics by using various current system details. In cloud environment there are mainly four essential requirements:
Service Configuration, Shared Resources, Broad Network Access and Elastically extended device support. All this
configuration policies will serve as an input for the proposed fault tolerant system. These configuration settings will effectively
calculated by using various metrics. Among all of them this work concentrates on five types of metrics to measure the complete
cloud behaviour. These metrics are: Performance, Response Time, Throughput, Availability and Overhead Associated [14].
From the above mentioned metrics availability is calculated for taking the accurate & timely decision of taking backups as
fault tolerance mechanism. These decisions are based on various environmental factors for its accuracy & real time behaviour.
At average condition the normal value range of these metrics is defined and called as threshold. So if the availability of data is
les then a specified threshold limits then reliability of each component related to backups is calculated. In this calculation load
values at each component is taken as a base factor. From this the underutilized & over-utilized components is identified.
According to that the component having low loads will have more chances to participate in replica distribution and the
component having high load will remove from replica distribution device list.
Distribution of replica is also a dynamic decision problem. In this work effective decision is taken which selects the best
available replica distribution strategy from semi-active, semi-passive and passive. All the three used for different distribution
conditions. Once the distribution is made it will store its copy on replica data store whose backup is also available.
Another case is when availability is nil (Zero). Now in this case the system takes this condition as a fault point. Thus the
reload scheme works here to provide the maximum availability. It accesses the stored replica from replica store & let it be
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loaded for further action. Here the reliability value is also stored in data store so as to decrease the calculation time for the same
component. It stores the repeat components reliability values.
So by taking the above architecture effective fault tolerance scheme can be implemented. It assures zero data losses &
maximum availability of client data [14].
From the above characterized modules of proposed system it can be clearly seen that the detection & removal of fault
mainly depends upon the components of cloud environment. As the component can be of any type like software or hardware so
detection of unwanted behaviour related to availability of data must be real time or dynamic. Decisions related to the replication
scheme can only be applied after assigning & measuring actual conditions.

Figure 1: Design Architecture of Proposed RAI-DD Fault Tolerance Model.

The above proposed scheme is capable of providing both type of fault tolerance: Reactive & Proactive. The proposed
system is used to take the decisions related to fault occurrence effectively and on time. The system is separated in five major
components [14]:
Module 1: Current Condition Assessment (Metrics)
Module 2: Fault Tolerance Based on Availability
a.

Reactive

b.

Proactive

Module 3: Fault Tolerance Replication Scheme Selection
Module 4: Calculations of Reliability Values for Each component
Module 5: Backups & Restore Data Stores
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Fault tolerant scheme can only be applied after measuring this real time values. Also the kind of replication scheme used as

fault tolerance mechanism will also generates their local data whose further backup is taken so in near future if the same
components are repeated with similar configuration then the system overhead of calculation is reduced[14].
VI. APPLICATION DOMAIN
In this work, main focus is on fault tolerance policy based replica distribution algorithm & their selection decision making.
Thus this work identifies the common load balancing techniques in cloud computing and further investigates techniques having
fault tolerance provision in replica distribution scheme. In near future it also includes some approaches implemented to grid
computing as both are type of distributed computing.
By comparing the techniques on different metric and tried to find the scope for improving fault tolerance policy in load
balancing schemes. In near future research could be conducted on development of load balancing algorithm for cloud, taking in
account fault management and also minimizing migration time of job in case of failure of node occurs and further guaranteeing
optimal performance of system. More load balancing algorithm could be developed which take into account proactive technique
of fault tolerance in cloud computing for enhancing the efficiency and providing quality of service value with the increase of
demand of resources on cloud for vital applications. There are few of the applications where fault tolerance can be effectively
utilized are as follows [14]:


Infrastructure Management: (Amazon Web Services, Google AppEngine)



Workload Distribution & Access Control: (Role Base Access, Implicit Authentication,VeriSign)



Service Agreement Monitoring: (Nimbus, Open Nebula, Social Networking)



Real Time Systems: (Satellite Image Processing, Gmaps)
Some other applications are: IP Monitoring, Storage Solutions, User Management, User Role Based Access Control and

Network Configuration with expansion [14].
VII. RESULT EVALUATION
For getting the values on the above heads, the values are taken under some specific test bed or environments. These
constant environment conditions and inputs are abbreviated here as test case or Sets. There are 12 Sets used in this work for
getting in depth analysis of the approach on performance factors. The evaluation is robust hence the tools behavior is measured
with different orientations and a complete analysis is achieved.
TABLE 1: SHOWING DIFFERENT CASE SETS WITH DIFFERENT SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES. ACCODRING TO THAT
WE TOOK DECISION OF FAULT TOLERANCE
S.
Mode
Utilization Utilization No. of
Size of
Required Upload Download
Resultant
No

(CPU)

1.

(RAM)

Page

file

No.

Spd.

Spd.

Fault

Faults

(bytes)

Pkts.

(kbps)

(kbps)

Condition

9%

40%

51

181473

124

69.46

8.65

2.

No fault

6%

41%

47

1055017

722

28.35

4.74

3.

induced

10%

43%

46

14350057

9828

55.26

9.59

4.

10%

41%

46

31780

21

35.01

10.49

5.

3%

27%

50

181473

124

60.24

6.42

6.

Fault

4%

26%

40

1055017

722

23.50

6.60

7.

Induced

6%

27%

39

14350057

9828

55.05

6.56

8.

Mode

3%

26%

39

31780

21

52.61

3.40
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12%
31
181473
124
33.38
5.06

10.

Data Not

1%

13%

27

1055017

722

25.31

1.29

No

11.

Available

2%

14%

26

14350057

9828

24.16

5.82

Availability

5%

13%

26

31780

21

25.26

3.38

12.

Table Summary: The above table covers the all aspect how the replica can be taken in backup systems. The decision on
the basis of which the system predicts the faults is majorly known as availability conditions. These conditions depend on the
different resource constraints that are currently occupied and that are required. If there is mismatch between both there is an
associated probability that the data availability can be loosed. The above factors analyses it on the basis of given primitives. As
it was clearly seen by the table that the how the system is effectively detecting the presence of fault or forecasting its future
presence. The above factors are taken on fixed system constraints known as sets.
TABLE 2: TABLE SHOWING THE RECORD OF FILE METRICS VALUES ON WHICH AVAILABILITY OF DATA
DEPEND ON REPLICA DECISIONS CAN BE TAKEN ON THE BASIS OF AVAILABILITY.
S. No. Scenario Mode
Replica
Performance Overhead Response Through- Availability
(Sets)
Decision
Utilization
Associated
Time
put
(AVL.)
(PF.)
(OA)
(RT.
(TP.)
Sec.)
1.
Set1
N
63%
2.73%
7.082
8.623
91.353
No need
to create
2.
Set2
N
62%
2.74%
10.83
9.74
74.48
replica
3.
Set3
N
63%
2.74%
15.09
9.50
75.249
4.
Set4
N
63%
2.74%
15.09
9.50
75.249
5.
Set5
FI
24%
2.73%
16.995
6.428
37.408
Need to
create
6.
Set6
FI
23%
2.74%
17.18
60.6
36.595
replica
7.
Set7
FI
24%
2.74%
13.26
6.56
37.55
8.
Set8
FI
22%
2.64%
4.15
3.41
32.29
9.
Set9
NoA
13%
2.73%
12.863
3.60
29.83
Load
replica
10.
Set10
NoA
11%
2.74%
14.42
3.29
22.94
previously
11.
Set11
NoA
12%
2.74%
10.01
3.28
29.063
created
12.
Set12
NoA
14%
2.64%
6.24
4.40
21.73
*N-Normal Mode, *FI-Fault Induced, *NoA-No Availability

Table Summary: Here above table is showing reliability and availability matrices values for proposed fault tolerance
system. Using the matrices values, we can get the idea of availability factor using which one can take the replication decision
like whether need to take replica or no need. If the value of availability goes less than a threshold value, already stored replica
may be loaded. Here in above table we are considering same Sets as in table1 and trying to figure out the values of matrices and
availability on which replica decision could be made by the system.

Graph01: Showing Performance in the different Sets.
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Graph02: Showing Response Time in the different Sets.

Graph03: Showing Throughput in the different Sets.

Graph04: Showing Overheads Associated in the different Sets

Graph05: Showing Availability in the different Sets.
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VIII. VALUATED BENEFITS

The proposed work will provide the effective decision making regarding the replica distribution as a fault tolerance policy
which dynamically takes the updates form current conditions.


At the result evaluation level of our work following benefits is identified which definitely proves their accuracy &
effectiveness in near future of approach implementation.



Overhead related to system performance & cost is reduced.



Dynamic changes are incorporated in the replica distribution scheme selection for accurate decision which increases
system throughput.
IX. CONCLUSION

Adaptation of policy of fault tolerance is vital to join in the service level agreements to guarantee effectiveness of services
delivered to the customers. We attempted to simulate the situations when fault can happen into the system along with sorts of
faults and its remedial actions. We found that still there is a need of a successful fault prediction technique in order to make
appropriate move against it proactively and reactively both.
We attempted to simulate the situations when fault can actually occur on the basis of the performance matrices; we
additionally attempted to get the solution approaches with the assistance of replication creation. We have picked replica
approach in order to offer effective availability to data at abnormal state. We could get the statically results above appear ed and
could conclude that, the approach we are proposing in work[14] is achievable and can be executed after some more upgrades as
per the results we evaluated previously.
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